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-Copper
Commando
COPPER COMMANDO is the official newspaper
of the Victory Labor-Management
Production
Committees
of the Anaconda Copper Mining
Company and its Union Representatives at Butte,
Anaconda, Creat Falls and East Helena, Montana.
It is issued every two weeks ••• COPPER COMMANDO is headed by a joint committee from
LaboJ' and Management, its policies are shaped by
both sicfes and are dictated by neither ...
COPPER COMMANDO was established at the recommendation of the War Depa·rtment with the
concurrence
of the War Production Board. Its
. editors are Bob Newcomb and Marg Sammons;
its !lafety editor is John L. Boardman; its chief
photographer is AI Cusdorf; its staff photographer
is Les Bishc;tp ••• Its Editorial Board consists of:
~nis
McCarthy, CIO; John F. Bird, AFL; Ed
0uard, ACM, from Butte;· Dan Byrne, cro.
Marick, AFL:' C. A. Lemmon, ACM, frQm
aconda: Jack Clark, CIO; Herb Donaldson,
~FL, and E. S. Bardwell, ACM, from Creat Falls •
••. COPPER COMMANDO is mailed to the home
of every employee of ACM in the four locations
-if you are not receiving you ...copy, advise COP.
PER COMMANPO
at 112 Hamilton
Street,
Butte, or better still, drop in and tell us. This i.
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Vol. 3. No.1.

FrOID the Woods ...
.~.to the Mines
SOME fifty miles from Missoula, in the mountain country to the north, stretch grNt
timber tracts. These tracts are part' of the essential backbone of the mining .industry, for timber is necessary in vast quantities to the operation of the undergrOUlHl
network below the Butte hm. which is the copper mines. Timlter is e.ssentiaJ, too,
to the operation of the smelters at Anacon da and- at Creat Falls.
So, because timber is essential to mining. timber is M5efttial to the war. Today. with the need for copper production being as great as it is. tile lumberjack.
of M'ontana are doing a masterful job in s..pplyingneeded
timber to the mitt",g i,....
dustty.
These logging operations are gravely handicapped
by the manpower
shortage.
The Armed $en-ices and coas tal industries have df'ainecl away ma ..,
workers from the woods. But those wh 0 .are left are perferMittg a' top priority
job for Uncle Sam.
Copper Commando has visited thes e logging operations and brings yoa hi
this and the next issue the picture-story of this in".resting and vital wOl'k. W.
, hope that our readers will enioy th'is picture-story as much as the editors enjoyed
preparing it.

-T HE logging

operations take place in
. the last timber zone in the country:
Beginning with the days of the settlers of
our country, our American forests were
destroyed tree by tree; the pioneers did
not stop to realize that once you cut a
tree down, it can never grow again. Or
maybe they knew and didn't care.
But down. through the years, our
forests have been stripped because little
provision was ·made for building these
forests up again. So only one zone rem~ins in. the whol~ of the United Stares
and Canada for successful Iogging operations. Beyond that, only one remains in
the whole world, and that is in Siberia. ,
But when the Anaconda organization acquired these vast timber tracts in
Montana, for the purpose of providing'
timber chiefly for the mines, the officials
undertook itslogging in a scientific way.
It involved the proper care and handling
of timber tracts; in brief, for cutting
down only an established percentage of
trees, leaving a young and sturdy growth
for the future.
It meant taking care of
the underbrush so that it would protect
and preserve those trees which remained.
It meant the use of science and common
sense in cutting trees so that the falling
tree could not carry others with it. It
meant the system of burning of brush.
What it actually boils down to is
this: those in charge of the timber operations know that it would be a simple

thing to take every tree which was
wanted.
But they know, too, that it
would only be a matter of -tirne before
there would be no trees left. So careful
logging has been practiced for many years
and in another couple of generations the
trees which have been preserved wi II
have grown' to commercial size and be
ready for cutting.
The logging operations spread over
a vast area.
It is beautiful mountain
country, with many lakes. When the operations are going at full blast with all
necessary
manpower,
several' outlying
camps may be in operation at one time.
When men are scarce, camps are some-.

times combined so that full crews can
work assigned areas .
The trees are primarily fir, tamarack:
and pine.
The forests themselves are
not thick-the
desired trees ere actually;
pretty thinly scattered so that it means
that the logging operations range over.
manysquare miles.
The Company's headquarters are located near a small community known as
Woodworth.
From this place "the day~
to-day operations are _directed by Superintendent Don MacKenzie and his staff,
We visited Headquarters, as it is called
'(you'll have a chance to get acquainted
with Headquarters and its ,men later on)!.
and then went out into the woods themselves, following the -operation
right
through from the beginning.
The loggers, or lumberjacks, worf3
out from locations known as "camps.?"
We worked with the crew from' Camp
Seven, which has been merged with Camp:
Six. because of the manpower shortage,
We worked and talked and ate witfi
the lumberjacks and we found them to
be great guys. They lead healthy, vigor ...
ous lives; they work hard, eat a lot, and'
sleep heavily. They rarely take the tirne
to realize, as many of us do, that the~
are playing an important part in helping
to win the war. They are the boys who;
by providing the logs and the fimber,
help keep the copper mines going. Arid
that's an. essential war job if we e~er,
heard of one.

eTook
to
the Woods'
,,

,

•
I

Here's where the stulls and other mine
timbers come from.
Let's start ,at the
beginning by g~in,g right out, into the
forest and follow rbe log through.
It'll
be an interesting trip for you, we're pretty
sure of that. It is really beautiful country •

\

I N order

, Here's a typical scene in the woods through which your editors passed on the way to the big tree the
sallll'vers were to cut down. We drove for miles and saw scenes
similar to the ones shown here.

Your editors take it easy with a group of sawyers for a few min~tes after the big tree shown on the next
page had been toppled. To watch the sawyers topple a tree is something not to be forgotten,
'
,

'

'

to establish a logging operation.tyou have to provide for getting th,e .logs out., That means building roads.
Not only that, it means building roads
through tough country.
It means that, when logging operations are completed in one area and the'
men move to another, new roads have to
be hewn through the forest. So the creve
goes out and clears a broad trail. When
it is done, in comes the "bulldozer," a
mechanical giant without which logging
operations Would be hard indeed.
..
These high-powered 'dozers, as they
are called for short, uproot nearly anything in their path and level off highways
before them.
One 'dozer operator in
three months last year laid a twenty-fivemile hig~way for the logging trucks to
oper.ate over.
There at the top of the page is a'
I,
stClpd of timber.
Actually there are few
trees of sufficient size to warrant cutting yet, but it was in this section where
one big fellow was toppled-we'll
~how
you the pictures of it later on.
The lumberjacks for the most part
have been in the game for years-there
are not many young men among them because the Armed Services have called ~
them out. But age seems to be no handicap to these husky fellows. In the second
picture, the small man seated at the extreme left is seventy-one years old-he's
. worked for ,the Anaconda Company for
the past twenty-five years as a woodsman.
He is
sawyer and we'll catch up with
him shortly,
There, at the bottom, is a sample of
what part of the highways look like. The
road is about fifteen feet wide and was
created by a bulldozer.
While the road
is rough in spots, it is surprisingly good
and you don't get bumped around much
traveling over it in a car. The road weaves
and winds through the mountains and
past beautiful bodies of water. Once the
timber from this area has been exhausted
the men wi II move away to another' section to lay their roads and take the logs
out. And, thanks to good forest management, crews will-come back in another
couple of generations to resume logging /
here.

a

This-is a section of the highway which the bulldozer has- buil~. The 'dozers, cats and trucks move back
and forth over this road constantly. It's hard to believe that the rQads are most all new ones.

•

The firs·t step is to under-cut or notch,
This not'ching determines the fall. It is
that the tree does not carry other trees
It must hit squarely on the ground. The

the tree.
';ssential
with it.
notch is

0* the tree.

made approximately one-third through the trunk
The size of the tree determines where
the notch is to be-it
is rrever"over three feet
from th-e ground. It extends up to twelve inc,hes

in the tree trunk. The initial cut is made with a
saw and then a falling axe is used to complete it
-the
falling axe has a thin, narrow blade and
takes an expert to handle it. Here are the experts.

come in to h~ul the logs out. If a road is needed,

a scale stick with him and works right along with'

the
the bulldozer moves in and makes it first. Note
tHe. The tree is then cut into desired lengths by
that Arnold is swinging his axe so fast that even
the sawyers. There are Henry and Ben sawing up , the camera could not catch the motion.
the tree into lengths. The next important memNaturally trees have to be measured to de-

the sawyers. It's up to him. to determine how
much lumber there is in every t...ee cut down.

HERE are the first scenes. Those sawyers
at the top are' Ben Hallgren-he's
the
seventy-one-year-older we just told you
about-and
Henry Johnson, who has
been on the job about ten years.
After Ben and Henry have made the
notch, a crosscut saw is used from the
other side. After the tree has been sawed
through a few inches, iron wedges are
driveri into the cut to help give the tree
the right slant and also to keep. the saw
from binding.
There, at the right,' you see the tree
going. The men have backed-away from
it (even the photographer has hidden
himself behind another fallen tree as the
big fellow toppled to the ground).
Ben
and Henry calculated the fall perfectlythe tree thundered to the ground through
an open-ing in the other trees and carried
nothing with it.
•
You can hear the crash of a falling
tree for a great distance.·
It seems to
echo and re-echo through the-still woods.

After the tree falls, the "swamper"

moves in and

cuts off the limbs. They call this "swamping"

ber of the crew is the swamper-that's
Arnold
Reinhard in the center picture. Arnold is the
~wamPer-he
cleans out the underbrush and' removes brush from the point of fall to the highway so that the tractors (known as cats) can'
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termine their board feet-these
trees are all going
to be cut up into lumber, and that's where the
scaler comes in. At 'the right is Albert Free, the
scaler, who measures the tree off as soon as it
falls. That is his ~og Pal with him. Albert carries

You'd think all these operations take a great
deal of time, but they don't. The sawyers work
very fast and once the tree is chosen and the
angle of fall determined, the sawyers dig right _in.
These, trees are not midgets. Accordingly it
takes heavy equipment to get them out to the
highways and on their way to the lumber miJI.

.5.

P eoplecr ..Places
Help Wanted

WE' thought you might like to see a few
little pictures of different personalities
we mingled with during our visit to the
logging operations.
When we started off from the Headquarters we were trying to track down
Don MacKenzie, the superintendent,
so
we could check our plans with him. Don,
as usual, was off on the job-he
spends
little time in the office and likes to be
off where things are going on.
We caught up with Don on the
highway and got him ouf_ of the car.
While he was checking routes with Marg
Sammons, AI" Gusdorf got _a picture.

~
H IS issue of Coppe.r C~~ando
and
the next one are devoted to the logging
operations
of the Anaconda Company
which stem ouf of a little town called
Woodworth,
which is fifty-odd miles
from Bonner. Bonner is where the Company's lumber mill is located and we are
going to follow up these issues with a
series of picture-stories on Bonner which,
no fooling, we think you will really like.
Timber today is right up there with
the top priorities. If we didn't have trees
to convert into timber for the mines, copper production JVould cease. And ifc~pper production were to cease, this war
would very quickly be lost.
• This operation out of Woodworth is
one of the most interesting th'ings we've
That's Don in the center talking to Marg
ever seen. The-logging camps we v·isited
Sammons, and Fred Schiesser, the driver
are not the largest in the worlct, but in.
of the truck, is at the left. We were on
many respects they are the most scienour way at the time to get pictures of
tific.
For this country's forests have
the fellows coming in for grub at noon,
been stripped' clean in many places
and we had to hurry right along after
through the failure of operators to see
saying hello to Don. '
that, if a tree is cut down, it can never .
Later on, up in the woods, we got to
grow again. - Many years ago, at the
talking with the sawyers and the swamper
Company's iogging operations, a scienwhose pictures at work you have just
tific method of logging was put into efseen.
They were telling us just what·
fect. This system provided for timberthey were g~ing to do and answering our
ing with an eye to the future. You don't
questions.,
In the second picture, Bob
-=ut down every tree you see-, -'you leave
those with promise, and you don't clean
out the underbrush.
It's too scientific
tactually to discuss in detail here (we
don't understand it thoroughly by a long
shot ourselves) , but careful logging is the
real answer to rebuilding the country's
forests.
It will take longer to do than
any of us -will I'ive, but the groundwork is
be.ing laid.
But what we started out to say was
this: Copper mines need timber.
Without timber, coppe.r mines can't operate.
[f'oday, bec~use of. the tremendous
demands made by the Armed Services and
by other industries, th'e lumber industry
_ Newcomb and Marg Sammons are at the
is lin a bad way. It needs men and needs
left and they are talking with Ben Hall,men desperately.
Not only do the mines
gren, Arnold Reinhard and Henry JohnIneed timber, but practically every major
son. We had had a swell lunch, had
war operation calls for more wood 'than
taken a few minutes to-digest it and were
the forests can hope to produce.
The
ready to go to work.
worker in a non-essential industry, who
The fellows insisted
that Marg
wishes to perform his country a service,
show off her ski II with the axe and here
could do worse than e'nlist with the lum~
we have a view of her taking a husky
swing at the tree. Ben Hallgren is standberjacks who are really d·oing a war lob.
We thi'nk it sums up to thi$': The
ing beside her and seems rather - proud
of the performance.
Marg started cutmini,ng of war-essential copper needs an
ting this tree down around the end of
awful lot of men who can do an awful
Ilot of things.
June and at last report she was still at it.
,

~

In the,' next issue we are going to
tell you about AI Henderson, an old-timer
woo now runs the Library Car at camp
Headquarters.
That's a picture of AI
some years ago with a canthook over '
his shoulder-the
picture was loaned to
us by Mr. Lubrechr, manager of the
Lumber Department at, Bonner and an
old friend of AI's.
AI is a veteran woodsman and what
he doesn't know about logging just isn't
worth knowing.
But we don't want to
spoil the story about AI by telling it here.
Just be patient until the next issue and
r
'
you'll get to know this fine man better.

'As the old saying goes, the photographer is the-fellow who takes all the
pictures and never gets in' them himself.
The fellow who took all the pictures for
this issue (with the exception of the one
of AI Henderson which Mr. Lubrecht
loaned us) . is AI Gusdorf of AI's Photo
Shop in Butte.
We started off with AI at about daylight and wound up way after dark. during which time he hustled himself over'
highways, fallen trees; he stood On tables
and chairs, and if we asked him to hang
by his heels he probably would have
done it. That's AI below.

•

For~man Peter Willey a~d operator Ray Bailey are shown standing in front
- of the 'dozer tal~ing "about the road which Ray is making through the forest.

Cangway, here she comes! Here is a head'-on view of the 'doze,'getting
set
1'0 channel a path through the woods. The photographer
had to step Jively.

I

TDE~DOZER
MOVES.IN
I F you want

to get a I'ook sometime at a real honest-to-Jo~n
powerhouse, you want to get a close-up of a bulldozer in aeHon. A bulldozer is a diesel motor tractor which plows right
t,hrough the brush.
It makes a logging road or truck road so
the ,caterpillar can 'get in and skid the logs to the truck landing
where the logs are assembled.
This bulldozer is 108\ horse-'
power. In front of it is a huge scraping blade which cuts and
pushes and heaves. It can shovel either straight ahead. dire~tly to the side, or at an angle.
It has a powerful cable hoist which is used to lift up the
stumps of trees and get them o~t of the way.'
.
We ~ere fortunate to find a 'doser in top action.
Ray
Bailey, the operator, was building a road'at the foot of a nearby
hi-II. One minute he would be ·heaving stumps and small
trees out of the way; the next he would be piling up a highw;(yin front of him. He would move the bulldozer right up
to the edge of the road and you would think he was going
right over the edge, but he always backed away in time. The
power these tractors develop is amaz·ing, and most of owr
readers know that the ~ilitary highways all over the world
have been built with this type of equipment.
Without bulldozers, every foot of highway would have
to be built by men and much time would be lost and money
wasted. With th,is equipment, the 'd'ozer can' move right in
practically on the heels of the swam per and level off a road so
that the cats can come in and haul out the logs. Even though
the cat is itself a powef'ful tractor, it could not be expected
to haul huge logs over country that was too rough. 'So the
'dozer, so to' speak, smooths the way for the cats.
Modern
lumbering would be mighty' tough wi~hout the bulldozer.

I

'

This is a jungle of fallen underbrush, and it has to be pushed out -of the way
by the bulldozer before the road can be made. But the bulldozer can do it. -

.

A close-up view of the dirt and gravel being levelled off to make the highway. This powerhouse can literally move mountains, as pictured here.

Here's how the road is made. The dirt and gravel.are pushed ahead of the
'dozer. In a short time the road will be ready for the cat, and hauling of lo·gs.

Time out! Ray Bailey starts up the hill to talk to Foreman Peter Willey,. This
man Bailey is really an artist to watch at his work. He has it down pat.

./

•

Home plate for the cats is the truck landing. The
cats go out from it empty and return to the landings with th~ir loads of logs. These sturdy liHletractorS m~ve over mighty rough ten'ain once they

leave the road the 'doser has bU,ilt. They must
help the choker-setter get the logs in line. They
assemble the, logs one by one, and when the five
are together with the butts on the skidding pan,

the cat is ready to move to the landing. Here are
two cats getting ready to go to work again. But
before the cats take off, they are carefully
checked for break downs slow' up production. '

HERE'S the next step-this

is where
the "cats" come in. The term cat does
not come from the domestic animal. 'It
is just a short way of sayfngCaterpiller,
wh ich is the trade name of the tractor
(youprobably knew this all along, but we
thought we'd tell you anyway).
These little tractors have tr
dous power, as you will see on this
later pages:
But 'because of the hard
work they perform and the knocking
around they get, they have to be kept in
tip-top repair. They are looked over carefully and are greased regularly so that
they can do their job well.
After the road has- been made, 'the
cat ,comes in and picks lip the tree
lengths. The man who fastens the cable
around the log is a choker-setter, and the
cable itself is called a choker. After the
load is made up (they average about five
or more logs to a load), the ends af'6'
placed on a "skidding pan" and skidded
to the truck lending.

In the big center pict~re, the cat is backing into
position. That's the choker-setter
at the left.
When the cat is close enough to the log, the
choker-setter
puts the choker around the butt

.8.

end of the log and the cat jockeys it into position
to pick loIP later. Above, at the left, Zig Thompson
is backing up for another log-the
frame above
his head is for protection against faUs. In the pic-

ture at the right, Andy HoJlott, the choker-set~
ter, has fastened the choker to the log and Zig is
now ready to haul this big fellow into the dear.
It's a real sight to see them line up the logs.
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. The load is assembled and the noses of the logs are on the skidding pan.

There goes Zig Thompson with his load. You can't see the 5th log to the left.

I T'S a real sight

r·

j.

j.
r

. r'

to watch these cats at work. They can scale
. up the side of a bank with ease; when a big fallen log lies,
in front of them, they just climb it. They have to move back
and forth over many logs as they assemble a load.
The operators of these cats are experts in every sense of
the word.
They seem able to gauge distance down to the
fraction of an inch. They know by instinct what the cat can
do and what it can't do, although there seem to be very few
things that it can't do.
The choker-setter
is an impcrtant fellow, too-he
must
keep his eyes wide open all the time. He has to guide the cat
operator and signal him above the roar of the motor.
When the load of logs is in line each with its choker
around the butt end, the whole load is moved onto the skidding pan-this
is merely a flat pan which helps slide the logs
and makes it impossible for the ends of the logs to bump into
anything ..
The logs themselves are of various kinds and sizes-not
until the logs are sorted out at the mill 'is there any attempt
, made to classify them.
These logs are all assembled at the truck landings, which
is merely a big open space where trucks and tractors can maneuver. The logs are piled beside the truck and a giant crane
..hoists them onto the truck.
The truck landings are always
busy places, because the trucks are constantly coming and
going. Even at noon hour, this is a busy place, for the grub
is served here. It would take too much time to bring all the
men into their camp for the noonday meal, so the food is
brought out to' them and served at the truck landing.
Some of these logs were sawed by hand, as we have shown
you in earlier pictures.
Others were sawed by a giant power
saw which works at various points in the logging area.
It
was our tough luck that when we "covered" the logging opera-'
tions out
Camp Seven, the power saw was too deep in the
forest for us to get to it. But we have the boys' word for it
that the power saw really does a job sawing down the timber,

•

O~t to the truck landing, Note another tractor coming into the landing.

or

I

No. 27 comes in from a haul. That's the choker-setter standing behind •

•

No. ~2 with a cargo of b~gboys starts the i~c1ineto the truck landing.

The load is ready to be cut 100lie.Logs will be assembled at the right.
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You've all heard th'at lum,berjacks eat and
like it. Take it from us, that's no fooling. \
These boys get good' food and ;.. of it
I

they ·want and they want

,

plenty. of it •

•

.
IT'S too much of a jaunt back to the
camp for the noonday meal (they call it
dinner in the woods, just like the miners
do: supper is the evening meal). So the
chefs at Camp Seven send out by trucks
(or "candy wagon" as it is known in logg~ngcamps)
the big meal the boys put
away at noon.
Here they come in the picture above .
. These men have been picked up by truck
out in the woods and brought into the
t-ruck Jlanding. They all look good and
hungry and they're goi ng to get a good
feed.
The man in the center is Ray
Bailey, the bulldozer operator we got acquainted with a few pages back. In the
center picture we see the food from the
trucks spread out-that's
the candy
wagon at the right. The food is brought
out hot, in big steaming kettles, and
every man helps himself.
There's no.
dainty appetites to be found after a shift
of working in the woods.

r

it

THE'RE'S no monkey business at this
camp about putting it away-and
if a
man doesn't get as much as he wants to
eat; it's nobody's fault but his .9wn, because it's there for him, Marg Sammons
(see if you can find her in the center
picture) jotted down the noonday menu
and here it is:
Cabbage and ham hocks, roast pork,
hard-boiled eggs, boiled potatoes, corn,
sliced onions, home-made bread (and was
it good l) , two kinds of preserves, honey,
cookies, doughnuts, coconut cream pie,
cherry pte, coffee and milk.
Over there on the opposite page we
show you some views of the men at dinner. They start at one end of the board
"and load thei r tray--cafeteria
style-.the large cans of coffee and milk are at
the end. The men sit comfortably on .the
ground or on logs 'and dig in. After the
meal is over, they have time to smoke and
talk.
Your editors can report this:
The
grub is swell.

'-!I

EVEN the woods go to work for Uncle
Sam. Out of these beautiful mountains
'come the logs that help the mines produce. And if the mines don't produce,
the sh'ips and tanks and the planes d'on't
operate.
This is tf1e first haU of a two-part
story on the loggers of Montana.
With
the forests cryin-g for more men to help
relieve the pressure for vital production,
any worker in a non-essential industry
could well afford to consider helping his
country by working in "he Montana forests. Logging experience ,is desirable but
it .isn't necessary-there
are many jobs in
'logging which a man without experience
can perform.
All that a man needs are two things:
An average condition of stren,gth and
health and a desire to do what he can for
his oountry.
Workers in essential iltdustries cannot, of course, be traRsferred to these
operations.
But there are many men to'day in industries not considered essential
by Uncle Sam to whom the outdoor life
appeals.
They would be welcome here
and they would be doing much to aid the
cause of production and bring the boys
back from the fighting fronts sooner.

